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ABSTRACT. Five consecutive generations of the offspring (total number 300) of 8 initial pairs of rat-parents,
crossbred in the state of chronic psychogenic stress with pronounced anxiety, were obtained.  Before their
sibling cross-breeding an information neurosis was formed in the offspring of all generations similar to that
formed in the initial ancestry pairs of all lines. The peculiarities of emotional-behavioral activity of adult F1-
F2 offspring have been studied both in their initial or naive status (i.e. before any special experimental influ-
ences) and after testing moderate stress (elaboration of conditioned reflex of active avoidance, 200 trials).

It has been established that uncontrolled psychogenic stress of rat-parents repeated in the line of geneti-
cally related generations appears to be a result of increased excitability, anxiety with high motor activity and
defecations, high stress-reactivity with unequal strength of influence of greater stress response. To form phe-
notypically pronounced anxiety two generations of ancestry with stress induced by adaptation disorders in the
form of information neurosis are sufficient. Manifestations of anxiety grow progressively from generation to
generation. The offspring of rat-parents with information neurosis appear to be an experimental model of
congenital predisposition to anxiety.

The anxiety of stressed rat offspring is discussed in the context of a whole complex of signs of their behavior
and revealed peculiarities of their general nervous activity. Possible ways of the influence of information
pathology of parents’ behavior on the congenital peculiarities of higher nervous activity of their offspring are
discussed. © 2008 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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INTRODUCTION.  Anxiety - one of the most
widespread forms of unfavorable emotional reactions -
underlies or forms the structure of many psychic and
somatic diseases of human beings.

Expressed anxiety appears to be one of the main
symptoms of a broad spectrum of different mental dis-
eases (“panic disorder”, “generalized anxiety disorder”,
“reaction to heavy stress and adaptation diseases”,
“mixed anxiety and depressive disorder”, etc), united in
modern diagnostic classifications in a large group -
“neurotic and associated with stress and somatoform

disorders” [1] in view of historical connection to the
conception of neurosis or in a special class of  “anxiety
disorders” [2].

Current epidemiological data indicate that on the
whole anxiety disorders highly prevail over other psy-
chiatric problems both in hospital and adult and child-
hood general populations [3-7].

In the generally accepted polyfactorial etiology of
anxiety (neurotic) disorders [1, 2, 7-10] together with
the importance of direct psychotraumatic events, a sig-
nificant role is assigned to the character of the patient’s
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heredity (genotype and peculiarities of pregnant mother),
character of postnatal effects of the environment (up-
bringing, every day-life conditions) in premorbid to ty-
pological personal traits. The latter may be considered
either as predisposition to disease or not rarely as initi-
ating its development. In the principles of diagnosis it is
emphasized that, although a heavy stressor may induce
a psychic disease in any human being, in cases when
the etiological significance of extremely stressful event
or prolonged unpleasant circumstances is not clear, the
development of disease completely depends on the indi-
vidual peculiarities of the patient’s personality and of-
ten - on its particular sensitivity, i.e. vulnerability to the
impact of diverse factors of the environment [1, 2, 7-
10]. The cause of such particular vulnerability to envi-
ronmental impacts more often appears to be anxiety as
the initial peculiarity of the emotional sphere of the in-
dividual. It may be anxiety of any type, both reactive or
state anxiety - increased fear of potential danger, recur-
ring or increasing in corresponding situations and trait
anxiety - characteristics of an individual psyche as a
relatively stable tendency to perceive various situations
as threatening (anxiety types according to Spielberg [11]
and Lister [12].

Such a particular role of emotional anxiety state is
determined by the reflective-evaluative essence of emo-
tions themselves (a peculiar universal “measure of val-
ues” [13, p. 495], measure of the significance of devel-
opments), conditioning their exclusive role in the pro-
cesses of perception, learning, memory and in the orga-
nization of the adaptive behavior of all higher animals.

In the etiology of anxiety disorders genetically con-
ditioned predisposition is assessed as modest [7, 14, 15].
For example, in large twin (1033 pairs) study it has
been established that the genetic factor plays an impor-
tant but not prevailing role in the etiology of general-
ized anxiety disorder (the most widespread form of all
anxiety disorders [3-7] with approximately 30% of
hereditability as compared to 70% of major depression
[14]; 22% of heredity is revealed according to the data
of observations of 20 monozygotic and 29 heterozygotic
pairs of twins [15].

As is known, prenatal effects of the maternal organ-
ism in an adult individual are major channels of con-
genital variability of traits of behavior (as of any other
traits of the organism) i.e. the so-called maternal envi-
ronment (maternal effect) which is determined not only
by the genotype of mother but also by specific impacts
on her organism during pregnancy [16-19]. In numer-
ous animal experiments with various influences (emo-
tional, physical stress, injection of hormones, media-

tors, surgical operations) on pregnant females changes
in the level of emotionality of their adult offspring are
demonstrated [20-23].

Similar results were obtained in our investigations
on genetic control over expressed pathology of higher
nervous activity of rat-parents, induced by stress in a
continuous line of 5 subsequent generations of their
offspring [24]. Adult offspring of stressed rats have re-
vealed stable changes in behavior with a high level of
emotional tension, fear, high stress-reaction. The evi-
dence of observed peculiarities of behavior progressively
increases from generation to generation. For the estima-
tion of emotionality, level of the animals’ anxiety, the
methods of proconflict situation by Vogel were used along
with the test of the open field (OF) (the results in detail
were presented in our previous publication) [24]. The
results of this part of our investigation are presented
below.

MATERIAL AND METHODS. The investigation
was carried out with 386 white outbred rats of both
sexes, weighing 150-300 g.

From the first offspring (F1) of initial, eight pairs
of parents in the state of strong chronic psychogenic
stress (information neurosis) four consecutive genera-
tions were obtained by means of sibling cross-breeding
(F2-F5) with an overall number of 370 F1-F5 offspring.

The offspring of all the generations were on mater-
nal rearing and after 21 days they were kept in blocks
(3-5 offspring) in conditions strictly identical for all the
generations (according to age) maintaining a perma-
nent cycle of day and night and giving water and food
ad libitum.

After the investigation of the complex of behavioral
signs in different test situations in the offspring of all
the generations, before their crossing, information neu-
rosis was formed, identical to that in the initial F1-F5 of
8 parent pairs of rats. By means of this, a model of
repeated stress in the line of genetically related genera-
tions was created.

Formation of information neurosis was effected ac-
cording to the original methods of avoidance of uncon-
trolled psychogenic stress, proposed by M. Khananashvili
and T. Domianidze [25]. The method is based on the
integration of two preliminarily elaborated conditioned
reflexes of active avoidance (CRAA) in a modified
shuttle-box (with three different compartments). Inte-
gration of CRAA consists in the presentation of both
conditioned signals with 30 sec intervals in random
order, according to the scheme by Gellerman (1936) in
one experiment. In such a situation of integration with
an uncertain time of signal presentation, the task of
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correct response appears to be unrealizable for the ani-
mal. During 20-25 sessions of such psychogenic (defi-
ciency of pragmatic information) stress, a pronounced
neurotic state with a high level of anxiety develops in
the animal.

The design of the experimental apparatus, proce-
dures of CRAA elaboration and their integration are
described in detail in our previous publication [24].

The emotional behavioral activity of the offspring
was assessed according to Hall’s method of the open
field (OF) and proconflict situation by Vogel. Regis-
tered in the OF during 5 min were: the number of crossed
squares, penetration into the center, vertical standing,
the number of head raisings, the number and duration
of grooming reactions, the number of explored holes,
urinations, defecations and boluses. The total data on
horizontal and vertical activity were considered as an
index of overall motor activity.

Emotionality and anxiety were also determined ac-
cording to drinking behavior of rats in Vogel’s proconflict
situation test modified by Corda (Corda, Biggio, 1986).
After 48 hr water deprivation the rat was placed in the
cage where it was given an opportunity to consume water
from an electrified drinking bowl. After each 3 sec of
drinking act 0.3 mA current was supplied to the drink-
ing bowl and the number of drinking acts was regis-
tered for 5 min. Such a current strength of electrical
stimulation of oral cavity generally does not disturb
drinking behavior and the rat, with a normal level of
emotionality, after each electrical stimulus renews (re-
sumes) the process of water consumption and during 5
min is able to accomplish approximately 50 swallowing
acts. Such behavior is estimated as “the norm” of the
given test. A sharp decrease of the number of swallow-

ing acts testifies to the existence of anxiety and increased
fear in animal.

The results were processed for mean values and sta-
tistically estimated according to Student’s test.

Investigation of the peculiarities of offspring be-
havior of each of the 5 generations began after attain-
ment of puberty and was fulfilled according to a com-
mon scheme for all. First of all the levels of emotional-
ity, exploratory-oriented activity and defecations in the
OF as well as the level of anxiety according to Vogel’s
proconflict test in an initial naïve status of the offspring,
i. e. before the beginning of any special experimental
influences were estimated. Then, to determine stress-
reactivity re-estimation of these indices was carried out
immediately after the influence of moderate stress. A
10-day episode of the procedure of CRAA elaboration
(200 presentations) was considered to be a moderate
stress. Reassessment of the indices of the behavior after
elaboration of the first CRAA was accomplished accord-
ing to the OF test, while after elaboration of the second
CRAA - according to Vogel test.

At the termination of all the procedures of testing of
behavior signs in animals of all the generations before
the crossing “information neurosis” was formed by means
of the integration of two CRAAs (according to the above-
mentioned method).

THE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION. The results
of the testing of 5 generations of offspring of rats with
experimental information pathology of behavior in the
OF were described in detail, documented and interpreted
in our previous publication [24]. The main ascertained
peculiarities (Table 1) are the following: I. Essential
distinction of the first offspring from all other genera-
tions according to their emotional-behavioral activity:

A - initial naïve status before beginning experiments.
B - after moderate stress (elaboration of the first two-way avoidance, - 200 trials).
I -  Overall exploratory activity of the offspring of each generation. 100%-initial exploratory activity of F1-offspring.
II - Percent of the offspring of each generation having defecation.
III - Percent of the offspring of each generation having 5 and more boluses.

Generation 
Activity 

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 

I A 100 152.3 147.61 207.12 152.3 

B 104.76 70.46 56.83 31.83 77.25 

II A 14.3 37 72 43 50 

B 32 52 55 76 51 

III A 6.6 7.7 42.5 28.9 0 

B 0 30.76 50.0 48.5 1.0 

Table 1.

% indices of emotional-behavioral activity of the different generation offspring in the open field
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in initial status they have the least indices of motor and
excretory functions as compared to those of F2-F5, while
their stress response is incomparably too small as com-
pared to those of F2-F5. An increase of defecations with-
out considerable changes in locomotion was revealed;
the latter shows only a slight tendency to increase. The
first generation of offspring proved to be more stable
and stress-resistant as compared to all the consecutive
generations. II. The existence of basic similarity in the
offspring of all the consecutive F2-F5 generations ac-
cording to the type of their emotional-behavioral activ-
ity in the initial status and the type of reaction to stress
influence the combination of high level of motor activ-
ity and emotional tension - high defecation - is charac-
teristic of their initial status. Response to moderate stress
is manifested in drastic suppression of locomotion and
also in greater tension of the excretory function. For
example, after moderate stress, of the initial the motor
activity of offspring totals 48.5% motor activity in F2,
40.3% - in F3, 16% - in F4 (sharper suppression);
53.12% - in F5. III. Manifestation of the phenomenon
of progressive growth of expression of typological pecu-
liarities of emotional-motor activity of the F2-F5 off-
spring from generation to generation, both in terms of
the indices of initial status and their stress-reactivity.
For example, the initial motor activity of F2-F3 exceeds
by 52% that of F1 and by 47%, respectively; the activity
of F4 exceeds by 39% that of F3 (and by 107% the
activity of F1, peak of growth); however, the activity of
F5 is lower as compared to F4, but it exceeds the indices
of F1 by 52%. After moderate stress, the motor activity
of F2 decreases by 29.5% as compared to F1; the activ-
ity of F3 is 13.6% lower as compared to the correspond-
ing index of F2; the activity of F4 is 25% lower as
compared to F3 (and 68.17% lower in F1; peak of re-
duction).

The sharply increased initial motor activity of F2-
F5 animals - as compared to the stable F1 - as well as
the more pronounced degree of its change in post-stress
state and as a result the incomparably greater scales of
the motor component of behavioral response to identi-
cal stress stimulation as compared to F1 - are doubtless
indices of a high level of general excitability and its low
threshold, high stress-reactivity, and correspondingly a
high emotionality in the initial status of these animals.

The existence of initial increased emotionality, anxi-
ety of F2-F5 is also corroborated by high level of their
defecation at the first testing. Defecation is considered
to be a stabler index of emotionality [26] and reflects
more specifically the level of fear and anxiety in rats
[27]. However, according to the results of our investiga-

tion, high motor activity appears to be an index of high
emotionality along with high defecation. This is in good
agreement with the known data on rat behavior in the
OF [20, 26-30]. High motor activity, as an index of high
emotional tension, is manifested first of all in animals
which were preliminarily subjected to stress influence
of strong or prolonged acting factors [26-30] or in off-
spring of female-rats with pharmacological or surgical
blockade of the hypophyseal-adrenal system [20]. Dur-
ing testing (especially the first one) of these animals in
the OF, increased emotion of fear together with increased
defecation, may be reflected not in a decrease but, on
the contrary, in an increase of motor activity, which is
mostly interpreted as a combination of fear and attempts
to escape or as intensification of exploratory-oriented
behavior [20, 26-30]. The results of these and other well-
known genetic investigations of Hall [31], Broadhurst,
Bignami, Eysenck [26, 28, 29, 32], Royce [30], Whimbey,
Denenberg [27] warranted the important conclusion
about the genetic determination of signs of locomotion
and excretory (defecation) levels of function by a com-
plex polygenic system, the elements of which may be
disturbed under certain conditions of the environment -
stress, extreme impacts conditioned either by the exist-
ence of many variants of this system or variants of its
functioning.

At the same time it is important that high motor
activity in combination with high defecation (unusual
positive correlation of these signs) as an index of high
emotional tension is observed in our investigation in
F2-F5 in the OF at their first testing in naïve status,
thus reflecting the immanence of this peculiarity of
emotional sphere in the offspring of stressed rats.

Basically similar characteristics of emotionality of
stressed rats offspring, revealed in the OF, were also
obtained in the investigations of drinking behavior in
Vogel’s proconflict situation.

Vogel’s test was not used in animals of the first
generation. Testing of F2, F3 and F4 revealed reliable
disorders of their drinking behavior both in initial sta-
tus and after stress impact (procedure of elaboration of
the second CRAA), as well as the fact of growth of these
disorders from the second generation to consecutive ones.
For example, after elaboration of the second CRAA
during testing (Fig. 1, Table 2) deviations in drinking
behavior from the norm of the given test are the follow-
ing for the offspring: 55.5% - in F2; 94.43% and 93.84%
- in F3 and F4, respectively. A drastic reduction of drink-
ing activity is also observed in F3 and F4 as compared
to F2. Supposing that the number of swallowing acts in
F2 offspring is 100%, then, as compared to them, in F3
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and F4 a decrease of drinking behavior by 87.6% and
86.6% is noted, respectively, i.e. approximately 9 times.

The modification of Vogel’s test, used by us, does
not form a proconflict situation. Vogel’s original method
is based on conflict of high drinking motivation of wa-
ter-deprived animals and aversive action of pain induced
by electrical stimulation of the oral cavity during drink-
ing with current sufficient to challenge a defense reac-
tion of the animal with normal emotionality. This test,
which is a model of anxious state, allows to assess the
action of anxiolytics. Decrease of threshold current
strength, supplied by Corda to the water bowl, does not
disturb the drinking behavior of the animals in this model
and does not hinder rats with normal emotional sphere
to satisfy the thirst and fulfill approximately 50 swal-
lowing acts during 5 min. In such a modified test it is
possible to quantitatively estimate the “proconflict” ac-
tion of anxiogenic substances or the “proconflict” effect
of intrinsic anxiety, fear of animals, which provokes the
suppression of water consumption, punishable with 0.3
mA current strength. In our experiments it reveals im-
manent anxiety of F2-F4 offspring and its intensifica-

tion after stressogenic impact.
Decrease of drinking activity in rats after the elabo-

ration of the second CRAA in Vogel’s test, as well as
sharp change in the initial indices in the OF after the
elaboration of the first CRAA presuppose pronounced
anxiogenic impact of the learning procedure, which
performs the function of “stress event” in the given tests.
It should be noted that repeated assessments of behavior
both in the OF test and Vogel’s test in our experiments
were carried out after 10-day episodes of CRAA elabo-
ration, i.e. at the stage of practically well  elaborated,
automated motor habit. In the norm, in intact rats these
stages of learning are not accompanied by pronounced
emotional excitation and fear as distinct from early “emo-
tional” or generalized stages [13, 33]. In view of this,
emotiogenic effect of a practically accomplished pro-
cess of learning with already mastered “routine” experi-
mental situation [33, p. 23], at normal initial state of
the animal’s emotional sphere  - should not be so con-
siderable. Different degrees of emotional reaction of the
offspring of various generations to one and the same
strength of aversive stimulus in Vogel’s test also testify
to it (Fig. 1, Table 2). Data on animals’ testing in the OF
also point to this (Table 1): relatively little changing
behavior of F1 against the background of dramatic
changes in F2-F5 behavior at the same stressor, as well
as the quantitative difference of stressor reaction be-
tween the four generations themselves. The observed
“discrepancy” of the strength of emotional excitation of
the animals and real danger of the stressor testifies to
intrinsic increased emotional tension of the investigated
animals, determining the decrease of the threshold of
behavioral response. This appears to be a direct expres-
sion of the known principle according to which, the
significance of the impact factor – its “extreme nature”
- depends on the subjective estimation of the structure
of the environment (Kitaev-Smyk, 1983).

Increased anxiety of F2-F5 offspring, manifested in
their  relatively stable tendency to perceive diverse situ-
ations as menacing (of “extreme nature” of the novelty
of the situation in the OF, “extreme” threshold of cur-
rent strength in Vogel’s test, “extreme” routine situation
of strengthening of the already elaborated CRAA) dur-
ing the whole prolonged (approximately 3 months) pe-
riod of learning of signs of their behavior undoubtedly
appears to be one of their pronounced phenotypic pecu-
liarities.

It is known that any phenotypic peculiarity of be-
havior, as well as the HNA phenotype, on the whole, is
determined by the complex of main properties of the
nervous system of the animal, created under the influ-

Fig. Dynamics of the proconflict Vogel’s-test indices of drinking behavior
of the offspring of different generations after moderate stress
(elaboration of the second two-way avoidance, 200 trials).
(Dotted line) drinking standart behavior.
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Table 2
Indices of drinking behavior of different generations of

offspring after moderate stress (elaboration of the second
two-way avoidance, 200 trials) in proconflict Vogel’s test

with 48 hour-long drinking deprivation.

Indices
Generation 

%  
index 

Absolute
index Auth 

F2 100 22.15 + 4.3 
F3 12.4 2.85 + 0.7 
F4 13.4 3.08 + 0.91
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ence of the genotype and conditions of the environment
[17, 19, 34-41]. Among them are: strength of main neural
processes - excitatory and inhibitory, their balance, their
mobility. The diversity of HNA types (characters, tem-
peraments) is due to a diverse combination of these main
properties of the nervous system [34-40]. Diversity of
pathological states of the HNA or predispositions to this
or that psychopathology arising in situations of a task
difficult for the animal’s nervous system (particularly,
at neurosis – both experimental and clinical - which
Pavlov considered first of all as disorders of adaptations
of the organism) is determined by disorder (“functional
overstrain”) of these main processes – of their strength,
balance and mobility [34-39].

In the complex of the identified typological pecu-
liarities of the HNA in F2-F5 offspring, such are their
initial high general excitability, its low threshold, high
emotional tension in the form of anxiety with high loco-
motion and increased vegetative function, high stress-
reactivity and their high excitability. As is of particular
importance noted above, a sharp increase of their initial
motor activity, more pronounced degree of its changes
in post-stress state (high reactivity) as compared to stable
F1, and as a result, their incomparably greater scale of
the motor component of behavioral stress response to
identical strength of influence.

Excitability is one of the fundamental and universal
properties of the nervous system, determining the level
of the functional state of any of its sections and related
physiological mechanisms, identical for phylogenetically
different animals [17, 19, 37-41]. Moreover, as shown
by L. Krushinski, the level of excitability ultimately
determines the manifestation and expression of gene
activity, determining separate behavioral acts [37-39].

Continuing the investigations of HNA typologies
and its genetic bases by I. Pavlov, , Krushinski – in
order to assess the excitability of the nervous system -
chose to analyse the state of the general excitability of
animals by means of a simple but proving  adequate and
sufficiently reliable index - level of the motor activity of
animals [37-39]. Level of excitability, which in the in-
vestigations of Krushinski on the genetic-physiological
mechanisms of behavior correlated with the level of
motor activity proved to be the modulator of the genetic
manifestation of other signs of behavior. The concep-
tion of the genetic conditionality of such properties of
the nervous system as excitability threshold, rate of neural
impulses conduction, strength of the excitability pro-
cess, its generalization, mobility of nervous processes -
constitute one of the fundamental conceptions in mod-
ern genetics of the HNA [17, 19, 37-41].

From the view point of the above-said it should be
assumed that the peculiarities of behavior of the off-
spring of stressed rats, observed in our experiments,
their anxiety, with high motor activity and high stress-
reactivity – represent a phenotypic expression of such a
peculiarity of their nervous system as high excitability.

According to the results of the present investiga-
tion, for the formation of phenotypically pronounced
variability of the sign of emotionality (in the given case
of anxiety) in the offspring of stressed animals two gen-
erations of their ancestry with stress are sufficient - with
induced disorders of adaptation in the form of informa-
tion neurosis.

The identity of conditions of early postnatal ontoge-
nesis (including the postnatal maternal effect), exclud-
ing any influences provoking neurotization in the ani-
mals studied in our experiments, at the same time exist-
ence of a considerable difference of emotional-behav-
ioral indices in F1 and F2-F5 in their naïve status, as
well as the phenomenon of the growth expression of the
latter from generation to generation, point to congenital
conditionality of the revealed peculiarities of behavior
of the offspring of stressed rats. The latter may be pri-
marily connected with the embryonic period of the
stressed rat offspring’s development – one of the most
important and critical stages of ontogenesis, especially
vulnerable to different influences, to which V.K. Fedorov
paid attention in his genetic investigations [17].

It is known that the genetic program of neuron de-
velopment and the nervous system on the whole
(neurogenesis) is formed as the result of gene expression
at an appropriate point of time and corresponding locus
of tissue, under the influence of necessary concentration
gradients of biologically active substances (hormones,
growth factor, etc.) in the environment of the genome.
Rigorous orderliness of this process determines not only
the ratio of mediatory and hormonal products in each
concrete period of development, but on the whole, also
the formation of biochemical and morphological pecu-
liarities of the brain (of separate structures and connec-
tions between them [20, 42, 43]. Genetic control over the
development of the nervous system takes place as a reac-
tive process in the form of continuous interaction of the
genome with signals of the environment [16, 19, 41, 42].
At the same time the category of external influences of
the genome involves the effects of products of gene ex-
pression of the differentiating neuron itself, as well as
other neurons developing in parallel (distinguished by
the pattern of gene expression) and glial cells of the whole
developing organism [19, 42] and of surrounding natural
maternal environment [16-19, 41, 42]. At the same time
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considerable channels of influence on neurogenesis (as
well as on embryogenesis, on the whole) proved to be
both cytoplasmatic and prenatal components of the ma-
ternal environment [16, 18, 19, 41, 42]. As shown above,
the prenatal component of the maternal environment is
determined by the genotype of the mother and specific
influences (including pathogenic) on its organism during
pregnancy [16-19] and before it – in the most important
proembryonic phase of ontogenesis – in the period of
gametogenesis [16]. Cytoplasmatic component or the so-
called maternal effect is per se determined by paramount
quantity of maternal cytoplasm in zygote with
cytoplasmatic RNA and mitochondrial DNA pointing to
the possible genetic nature of cytoplasmatic influences
[16, 18, 19].

Besides, according to modern views, any individual
experience of adaptation of the organism constitutes the
main channels of influence on the regulation of gene
activity in the nervous system not only in embryonic
period but at any stages of ontogenesis [19, 41, 43]. It is
known that biochemical agents of adaptive processes -
corticosteroid hormones and\neuromediators – regulate
gene expression in the brain [41, 44]. Changes in ge-
nome activity with corresponding reconstructions of

cellular metabolism and neoplastic processes via repro-
duction of cellular structures and syngenesis induced by
stress hormones in parent organism can be transmitted
and fixed in the generations [19, 41, 43, 45].

Conclusions
1. Uncontrolled chronic psychogenic stress of rat-

parents, repeating in the line of genetically linked gen-
erations, resulted in phenotypically pronounced anxiety
of their offspring with high motor activity and stress-
reactivity.

2. For phenotypically pronounced anxiety of the
offspring to form two generations of ancestry with stress-
induced disorders of adaptation in the shape of informa-
tion neurosis are sufficient.

3. Manifestation of anxiety in stressed-rat offspring
grows progressively from generation to generation.

4. The revealed peculiarities of behavior of stressed-
rat offspring appear to be phenotypic expression of such
a peculiarity of the nervous activity as high excitability.

5. Offspring of rats with information neurosis may
be considered as an experimental model of congenital
predisposition to anxiety.
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sawyis mdgomareobasTan. Ria velis da vogelis prokonfliqturi situaciis meTodebiT Seswavlil
iqna F1-F2 zrdasruli naSierebis emociur-qceviTi aqtiurobis Taviseburebebi rogorc sawyis, e.i.
raime saxis specialur eqsperimentul zemoqmedebamde, ise testuri zomieri stresis Semdeg (aqtiuri
ganridebis pirobiTi refleqsis gamomuSaveba).

dadgenilia, rom virTagva-mSoblebis arakontolirebadi fsiqogenuri stresi genetikurad
dakavSirebuli Taobebis rigSi gamoixateba maTi STamomavlobis agznebadobis amaRlebaSi, emociuri
daZabvis sawyis maRal doneSi, maRali motoruli aqtiurobis SfoTvasa da defekaciaSi, maRal
stres-reaqtiulobaSi, romelic araadekvaturia zemoqmedebis Zalis mimarT. fenotipurad
gamoxatuli SfoTvis Camosayalibeblad sakmarisia winaparTa ori Taoba, romelTac hqondaT stresi,
gamowveuli adaptaciis darRveviT informaciuli nevrozis saxiT. SfoTvis gamovlinebebi
progresulad izrdeba Taobidan TaobaSi. informaciuli nevrozis mqone virTagva-mSoblebis
STamomavlebi aRebulia SfoTvisadmi Tandayolili winaswarganwyobis eqsperimentul modelad.

stresirebuli virTagvebis STamomavlebis SfoTva ganixileba maTi qcevis niSnebis mTeli
kompleqsis da maTi nervuli sistemis gamovlenili Taviseburebebis konteqstSi. naCvenebia mSoblebis
qcevis informaciuli paTologiis gavlenis gzebi maTi STamomavlebis umaRlesi nervuli moqmedebis
Tandayolil Taviseburebebsa da nervul sistemaze.
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